
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Across 
 
1. To touch darkening tangle takes time to avoid unraveling it altogether (3,3,7,4) 
10. Disturbances increase animal noises (7) 
11. Spies follow call featuring note on the coast of Lebanon (9) 
12. One opposed to abortion consumed spread (11) 
14. Headless animal - that is spooky (5) 
16. Rioting, etc., L.A. style (5) 
17. Bird possessed by a mammal (3) 
18. Military leader accepts tin-opener as hunting weapon (7) 
19. Consists of double passing through Oxford (4) 
21. Right bailiff's business backed cowboy? (5) 
23. Side of meat prepared (4) 
26. Quiet former Australian, such as Ayer's Rock? (7) 
29. From squatters I reclaim prestigious address (3) 
30. Even a key post for city (5) 
32. Symbol was crafted around church (5) 
33. Abandon legal action to deal with submarine? (4, 7) 
34. Palace's front atrium made certain by knowing headman (9) 
36. Opposite an insect only missing fifty thousand (7) 
37. Import pork to earn a living (5,4,3,5) 
 
 
Down 
 
1. Twisted scrap of food unendingly begged for forgiveness (8) 
2. Effort involving the beginnings of underground railway makes chaos (7) 
3. Flowers, rend thy chains! (9) 
4. A thousand burnt particles diner used to warm the room (3,6) 
5. Collect the benefit without a single exercise (3) 
6. Compounds few imprisoned by taxmen (7) 
7. Emperor takes on final character having some magnitude (3-4) 
8. Iguana splattered around vehicle in Central America (9) 
9. Heard the golfers start a drink (3) 
13. Not in favour of pasta giving up one for nothing, to begin with (9) 
15. Ages part of me on steroids (4) 
20. Meatball's partner pa gets hit roughly (9) 
22. Insect clinging to first Royal Shakespeare Company heroine who interprets inkblots (9) 
23. Guess what Caesar did at last (4, 1, 4) 
24. Work mixing soup (4) 
25. Scandinavians from neither seed (8) 
27. Clearing period to make music (7) 
28. Endure society of states badly gored (7) 
31. Having avoided adultery, 99 go after tortured groan (7) 
34. Republished contents of alehouse (3) 
35. He and I frantically hurry (3) 
 


